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Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG)
Private nonprofit colleges in Virginia are dedicated to helping Virginia students succeed.
The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG) program was established in 1971. The
legislature recognized the need for a private college grant that would help offset the
public college subsidy, and the citizens of Virginia agreed. Voters approved the TAG
program in a statewide referendum.


TAG provides annual grants to Virginia residents who are full-time students at an
eligible private college or university. In 2011-2012, approximately 23,000 Virginia
residents will receive non-need based tuition grants of $2,650 (undergraduate) and
$1,150 (graduate students in health professions). The award amount is based on the
number of eligible students and the amount of funds appropriated by the General
Assembly.




TAG grants are limited to four years at the undergraduate level.

There are almost 23,000 Faces of TAG…25 would like to share their story with you.

Averett University
Brentt Simmons
Major: Music Performance
Class of 2013

Axton, Virginia

I am a current Junior at Averett University. I decided to go to Averett because I felt in my heart that
Averett University would be the right school for me. I admired the fact that Averett had small class
sizes and had very friendly faculty and staff. I also appreciated the fact that Averett gave me great
financial aid through scholarships and grants. I am very grateful for the Virginia Tuition Assistance
Grant because without this grant, it would be difficult to pay my tuition. If it wasn’t for VTAG, I would
not be able to attend Averett University. I would not be able to participate in student organizations
that help improve our campus life. I would not be a student ambassador and I would not be able to
participate in weekly chapel services. Averett University has become a big part of my life and I have
spent three years here already and I looking forward to graduating from Averett and with help from
the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant I will be able to graduate and accomplish my goals and dreams.

Bluefield College
My decision to return to college after twenty plus years of working,
starting a family, finishing my Associates Degree, losing my
employment, and becoming disabled has been an adventure. I
have made more mistakes regarding my education, and how to pay
for it, than I care to remember. But attending Bluefield College has
turned my educational life around. I thought I was out of options
to complete my Bachelors Degree, but due to the funding support
of our Governor and Legislature, I am able to realize my dream.

Marc Haga

Major: Human Services
Class of 2013
Pipers Gap, Virginia

After I was “let go” by my employer, I realized I needed to
complete my education in order to help my family, help myself, and
become a productive part of society once again. After finishing my
Human Services degree at Bluefield College, I will continue in a
Master’s program in Counseling and plan to find employment with
a local community services board. Without VTAG, I would not be
able to do this.

I am grateful for Virginia’s commitment to fund VTAG, because it
has provided a second chance to folks like me who have made
mistakes along the way, but still have a deep desire to further their
education.

Bridgewater College
Deciding upon which college to attend was a difficult decision for me
because of my financial situation. Both my mother and my father
never attended college, and my mother works as a receptionist and
my father works as a forklift operator in Southwest Virginia. Neither
of them could fund my education, leaving me to bear the costs.
Luckily, I fell in love with Bridgewater College and received the
Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant, which helped cut my tuition costs
and made my financial situation bearable.

Caroleigh Newman
Major: History and Political
Science
Class of 2012
Martinsville, Virginia

At Bridgewater College, I have been given a plethora of opportunities
that have helped me to fully realize my potential. I cannot imagine
being able to achieve so many of my goals at any other institution. I
am vice president of the student body and an orientation leader. I
also serve as vice president of Bridgewater’s circle of Omicron Delta
Kappa and I am a member of Alpha Chi and Pi Alpha Theta Honor
Societies. I have worked on the newspaper staff and I have been a
tour guide for Bridgewater College. Thus far, my proudest
accomplishment, made possible by Bridgewater College and the
direction of my outstanding history and political science professors, is
my acceptance into the George C. Marshall Scholars Foundation,
which is an award that will allow me to conduct research at the
Marshall Library. As a TAG recipient, I am grateful for the
opportunities it has given not only me but private college students
across the state. I just wish I could use the TAG for law school next
year.

Eastern Mennonite University
Garrett Delph
Major: Business Administration
Class of 2015

Berryville, Virginia

I benefit greatly from the VTAG. In fact, I would not be able to attend EMU without it; the
VTAG was the extra money that I needed in order to be able to afford school. Now I am able
to receive an education without graduating with a heap of debt on my shoulders. The VTAG
has helped me and my broken family significantly. I love EMU because it is a small school
with a family atmosphere and I can get a personal connection with my professors that I
couldn't receive elsewhere.
My goal is to graduate and become an entrepreneur or the manager of a highly successful
business. Without the VTAG, I will never be able to achieve that goal.

Emory & Henry College
I chose Emory & Henry College because of the amazing
faculty and the small class sizes. With a 10:1
student/faculty ratio and award winning faculty, I get the
individual attention that will help me be successful. A
large public university is not for everyone.
The Tuition Assistance Grant helped me attend a liberal
arts college close to home and made a private college
education an affordable option for my family. Without it,
my parents or I would have probably had to borrow
another $10,000 in loans so that I could attend my
college of choice. I am happy with the education I am
receiving at Emory & Henry and know that because of its
strong academic reputation and with hard work on my
part, I should be able to attend law school after
graduation.

Thanks for supporting TAG and the rich diversity in
higher education that results from the program.

Robert Carter Aylor

Double Major : History and
Geography
Class of 2014
Roanoke, Virginia

Ferrum College
Tara Tygrett
Major: Health Sciences
Class of 2012

Stephens City, Virginia

The TAG award has played a crucial role in my college education. It has allowed me to
continue pursuing my career through Ferrum College. When I’m not living at Ferrum, I live
with my mother who has raised me alone since I was four. She has worked extremely hard
for what we have and she has put a lot of time and money into my education. Without the
TAG award, we would have not been able to pay for Ferrum for all four years. I wanted to
attend Ferrum College because it was a small school where I was a name and not a number,
because it’s a gorgeous area, and I just had that feeling that this is where I belonged. I am
studying health sciences and I will be graduating in May 2012. I am applying for graduate
school in January of 2012 for the Pathologists’ Assistant program through West Virginia
University. Again, I have been extremely grateful for the TAG award and I support its
importance.

Hampden-Sydney College
The VTAG award has been very beneficial to my family. Since the sixth
grade, I was raised in a single-parent home. My mother worked as a lab
technician for 15 years. After my aunt started up a residential group
home, my mother left work to help with the family business.
After I was admitted to college, my mother decided to achieve a
Bachelor of Arts in Psychology. Although things were financially tough
sometimes, my mother always encouraged me to do my best and money
was never made an issue for our family.

Makel Dickerson
Major: Economics

Being a first generation student, I knew I wanted to attend a small, but
prestigious liberal arts college. I applied to many schools, but HampdenSydney College captivated my interest the most. Receiving close to a full
scholarship was a great opportunity for my future and a blessing to my
family as well. Now in my senior year, I have joined many organizations,
done mission work in other countries, and met a network of brothers
that will last forever.

Class of 2012
Gretna, VA

Without the support of TAG, I may not have accomplished the
opportunities that Hampden-Sydney offered. This scholarship has
decreased some of the financial burdens placed upon my family. Thank
you VTAG for allowing me to further my dreams and making them a
reality.

Hampton University
Attending a university in a state that strives to educate our
society is an honor. Virginia is home to many wonderful private
institutions that were founded to somehow educate individuals,
so they can enhance their skills. Hampton University is my,
“Home by The Sea”, and actually happens to be one of those
institutions. Hampton University was my first choice when
considering where I wanted to spend my undergraduate years.
The TAG award has helped me obtain my dream of attending a
university filled with an abundance of history and prestige, and
promotes an “Education for Life”.
In a more personal aspect, the TAG award has helped alleviate
some of the financial stress that attending college sometimes
can bring; and in my situation, I had a parent who was very ill.
During my time here at Hampton University my major of study
has been sociology. Once I have completed matriculation, I
hope to pursue a Masters in Higher Education and Student
Affairs; with hopes to one day administrate a university of my
own. My testimony is just one of many and goes to show that
the TAG award helps individuals to obtain dreams and
opportunities, as well as to unlock the treasures of tomorrow.

Michael C. Little
Major: Sociology

Class of 2012
Virginia Beach, Virginia

Hollins University
VTAG has helped my family tremendously. My father works as a
security administrator and has been my main provider, with a great
deal of support from my grandparents. We knew that paying for
college would be a struggle. Fortunately, Hollins is able to provide me
with financial aid so that I can attend and that includes the help of the
VTAG award.

I decided to study history and art in college because those are my two
greatest passions. Some of my favorite classes involve drawing and
printmaking, as those are my two favorite mediums. Last January, I
had the opportunity to study abroad for the first time in Ireland.
There I experienced art and history from a uniquely different
perspective by visiting ancient stone monuments and hearing stories
and lore from long ago.

Mary Kate Claytor
Major: Studio Art
with a Minor in
History
Class of 2013

Natural Bridge,
Virginia

Along with a work-study position, I hold an off-campus job as a
historical interpreter at the Natural Bridge of Virginia where I educate
visitors about the early history of Virginia and colonial America. After
graduation, I plan on finding a job centering on education.
Without the help of VTAG, I would not have been able to receive the
unique opportunities that Hollins has given me.

Jefferson College of Health Sciences
Travis J . Johnson
Major: Biomedical Sciences
Class of 2012

Wirtz, Virginia

Every individual who has the privilege of attending college knows the financial cost of
getting a college degree. With the help of the TAG award I am able to enjoy and get the full
experience of college. Being from a low income family, without awards like the TAG, it
would be impossible for me to attend Jefferson College of Health Sciences. I chose Jefferson
College of Health Sciences because it is located close to my residence. It is a small college
and I knew individuals who loved their academic experience at Jefferson. At Jefferson, I am
enrolled in the four year biomedical program. After completing the biomedical degree, I am
planning on attending a MD program in Virginia to fulfill my dream of becoming a physician.

Liberty University
Cody May
Major: Government, Politics and
Policy
Class of 2012
Concord, Virginia

I am Cody May, a senior at Liberty University and also the Student Body President. I am
studying Government with a specialization in Politics and Policy.
I have received VTAG and have been very grateful for it. I have not been able to pay for school
on my own therefore I have had to take out loans. The VTAG has helped cut the amount of
loans that I have had to take; I am thankful for that.
I chose Liberty University because of its undergraduate program in government and because
of its reputation as a private Christian College. In the future I hope to run for public office in
Virginia and hope to better the Commonwealth with the knowledge that I gain from college
and from the wisdom that God has given me. Thank you for the VTAG program and I hope
that you keep this great program.

Lynchburg College
First, let me thank you for the resources you have committed in the past to the
Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant. The VTAG is an invaluable source of financial aid
for both me and fellow students here at Lynchburg College. Our school offers a small
campus and community-based approach to education, with a support system that
can’t be found or easily accessed at a larger institution. I’ve found LC to be the best
fit for me, and I can’t imagine having been encouraged (by faculty/staff AND
students) to take on a Psychology & Mathematics double major if I were attending a
larger state school. Anonymity doesn’t lend itself well to flourishing academically for
many, and at Lynchburg, we grow.

Annika M. Webber
Major:
Mathematics and
Psychology
Class of 2012
Fairfax, Virginia

Unfortunately, the cost of private school tuition deters many from considering
schools such as mine –a myth my family and I try to dispel whenever the
opportunity presents itself. What people don’t realize are the ways that the gap is
lessened, bringing costs more in line with public institutions. Scholarships, student
loans, and school-based aid bear the brunt of the burden, but these options can
only cover so much. What I encounter quite often while working as a student
assistant in LC’s Financial Aid Office, is the TAG award is what typically tips the scale
and presents LC as a viable option. Nothing makes our financial aid counselors
happier than when adequate funding meets with a student’s desire for the
educational experience our small school has to offer.

As a student who has been on the receiving end of this grant for four years, it is a
blessing. I am from a single-parent household, and back when I was first accepted
into Lynchburg College, my mother had been unemployed for some time. This grant
helped put this amazing school within my reach at a difficult time, empowering me
to pursue my education over the years. We remain so grateful, and I truly hope you
will continue your commitment to making a well-fitting college environment an
attainable option. It is crucial in a time where higher education has become a
requirement for success.

Mary Baldwin College
Courtney Saunders
Major: Bachelor of Arts/Master of

Arts in Teaching (BA/MAT)
Class of 2012

Hampton, Virginia
I knew I wanted to attend a single-sex college ever since the 8th grade when I talked to alumnae of
women's colleges. Here at Mary Baldwin, we don’t have to worry about competition [between the
genders], and there are so many opportunities for us to excel. I have a leadership role within the Student
Government Association, which gives me a sense of strength and empowerment. I have also worked for
the college's Phonathon, reaching out to alums who may be interested in giving back to MBC. I've been a
teacher's aide at the Virginia School for the Deaf and Blind (VSDB) and have worked in the Master of Arts in
Teaching program.
I would not be able to attend MBC without financial aid, including the Tuition Assistance Grant (TAG). I still
work four jobs and I am taking 20 credit hours and a 60-hour practicum. I have very little time to do
anything else but what needs to be done. If it weren't for TAG and other forms of financial aid, my life
would be completely different. I wouldn’t have leadership experience, I wouldn't have had the opportunity
to work at VSDB, and I would probably still be at home working to make ends meet. I eventually hope to
become a psychologist and open a learning center. I've known that since middle school, too. My mom and
dad have always told me you have to know what you want.

Marymount University
I am a first generation college student. My mother was born in
Panama, where I was also born but being part of a military family I
lived in many places growing up. My father, a native of Trinidad,
was very adamant about me going to college. Neither of my
parents received a formal education beyond the 9th grade. When
my parents divorced, I worked hard helping my mom support me
and my siblings. Although family pressures were great, I managed
to graduate from Woodside High in Newport News with a 3.0 GPA.

Ashley Marie Phillips
Major:
Communication/Fashion
Merchandising
Class of 2012
Newport News, Virginia

My dream is to be a great writer and editor of fashion magazines.
I knew Marymount was the best fit for me. However, unable to
depend upon my parents for financial support, I needed
significant help in paying for my education. VTAG was one of the
grants that made it possible for me to attend Marymount. I am
very grateful for this opportunity and will always give back to
others. I currently serve as President of Student Government and
I have had the opportunity to travel to Amman, Jordan on a
scholarship to learn Arabic and to experience Jordanian culture.
Thank you for TAG.

Randolph College
Lauren Shelton
Major: Studio Art with a
minor in Creative Writing
Class of 2012
Lynchburg, Virginia

My name is Lauren Shelton. I am a senior majoring in Studio Art
with a minor in Creative Writing. I am from Lynchburg, Virginia. I
hope to pursue a career in the art field.
My mother attended Randolph Macon Woman’s College as an
adult learner and graduated in 1998. My sister was a member of
the class of 2010. When my mother was taking classes here, I
enjoyed going to Pumpkin Parade with her every year. My sister
came to the school in 2006 and I visited her on the weekends. The
atmosphere felt warm and welcoming, and I loved being around
such independent and driven women. My mom, sister and I talked
a lot about the unique and inspirational qualities of the professors
here and I knew that Randolph’s small classes would greatly
benefit me.
I am paying for my college education with student loans. I have
received the Lambuth Clarke Scholarship, and the Rachael T. Ellis
Scholarship for Art, but a great deal of help financially has come
from the VTAG Program. The cost of attending a private institution
like Randolph was intimidating at first, but then I learned about
the VTAG program. I realized it would cut costs for me each year,
simply because I was a resident of Virginia. The VTAG program
made it possible for me to attend the college that suits me best.

Randolph-Macon College
Shannon Carey
Major: Biology
Class of 2012

Hague, Virginia

The TAG Grant has been extremely beneficial to me. Randolph-Macon College was the first college I
toured when I began my college search, and I immediately fell in love with the school. As a firstgeneration college student from a rural area, I had no clue how I could afford college, much less a
private college. The TAG Grant allowed me to make my educational dreams a reality.
After three years of undergraduate studies I will graduate in May 2012. I plan to further my
education and would like to become a physical therapist specializing in arthritis.

Roanoke College
I was raised in a very education-focused single parent home and
taught at a young age that if I worked hard, I would have the
opportunity to be successful. Sometimes, the lack of money
made me question whether these opportunities actually
existed. My financial aid package at Roanoke erased those
questions! There is no way I could afford college if not for the
assistance provided by the TAG award.
I chose Roanoke College because of the educational quality and
personal connections with faculty members. I am having a
great experience. I work as a student assistant in the Office of
Multicultural Affairs and as an event planner for Student
Activities. I am a member of the Roanoke College Chorus and
participate in a number of other student organizations.
I am pursing a degree in history at Roanoke. Ultimately, I want
to be a college professor and plan to earn a Masters and Ph.D.
after graduation. Maybe I can repay the investment the
Commonwealth has made in me by helping the next generation
learn from the triumphs and failures of our past…hopefully
making our collective futures a little brighter.

Byron Tyler Coles
Major: History
Class of 2014

Roanoke, Virginia

Saint Paul’s College
I am thankful to be a recipient of The Virginia Tuition Assistance
Grant (VTAG) because it has helped me so much with funding my
education. This award has helped my family financially by
alleviating some of the expenses associated with my education. I
didn’t have to worry about paying for college but to focus more
on my work and graduating.

Tymika Pearson
Major: Elementary Education
Pre-K-Sixth
Class of 2012
Emporia, Virginia

When I was filling out college applications in high school, I wasn’t
sure if college was the best decision or if I should go straight into
the workforce. After receiving several acceptance letters, Saint
Paul’s College offered me the best scholarship assistance and
because it is located close to home, I felt that it was the perfect
institution for me.
I have wanted to be a teacher since I was in Elementary School,
and after graduation I hope to start my teaching career at an
elementary school in the nearby area. While working in the
school system I plan to attend graduate school at Virginia State
University. I love working with children because they teach us
patience, virtue, the value of friendship, peace, calmness, and
the value of time. No matter where my career takes me I know it
was made possible particularly because of VTAG.

Shenandoah University
DeyJah Spragley
Major: Biology/Minor: Psychology
Class of 2013

Richmond, Virginia

Being raised by a mother who has dealt with hardships such as divorce definitely has had its ups and
downs. Financially, I was always taught that I needed to balance things that I thought I could and could
not live without. One thing I always knew growing up was that I wanted to attend college, and therefore
become an outcast in my family since most join the military after high school.
During the process of applying for colleges, I was introduced to the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant.
This grant helped me a lot since my mom bears the financial burden of our family alone. With this grant
I was allowed to pay for things such as books, as well as a portion of room and board. I personally never
noticed how much this grant helped until the beginning of my sophomore year in college when my
mom’s business took a turn for the worse due to the economy. Thankfully because of VTAG, I was not
forced to drown myself with thousands of dollars worth of debt.

Sweet Briar College
Receiving TAG has been very beneficial to me. The fact that I
am able to have help with my financial situation gives me
some relief, and it reduces the amount I will owe when I
graduate.
I cannot even begin to talk about the many reasons why I
chose Sweet Briar, but my heart was set on it and the TAG
grant has helped make it possible. I have heard about the
college for the majority of my life and they have always been
good things. I fell in love with it the day I toured campus, but
one primary reason I want to be here is because of the
opportunities that lie in front of me.

Hannah Simmons
Major: Government,
pre-law
Class of 2014

Amherst, Virginia

I am studying government and specializing in pre-law. After I
graduate, I plan to attend law school and hope to work for a
well-known firm or go into prosecution.

University of Richmond
Amy C. Johnson
Major: Interdisciplinary Studies
Liberal Arts
Class of 2012
Glen Allen, Virginia

I have known for quite some time how important it was to finish my education, but I did not feel
that it was fair to place this financial burden on my family.
At this point in my life, I felt I should be saving towards my children’s educational goals, not
mine. However, when I learned about TAG, it made perfect sense. Now, I could attend the
University of Richmond, which is a tradition within my family. Not only could I work towards
obtaining a Liberal Arts degree, but I would also have peace of mind knowing that TAG was going
to help cover a portion of my tuition.
This degree will allow me to be one-step closer to my dream of becoming a Professional
Counselor. Without TAG, I would still be dreaming.

Virginia Intermont College
Robbie Stout
Major: Sports Management / Business minor
Class of 2012
Bristol, Virginia

With the help of the TAG award, I have been able to attend Virginia Intermont College. Not only have
I been able to attend a small liberal arts college where I get one on one attention with the professors,
but also I am able to play baseball and major in Sports Management.

From a financial standpoint, I am grateful that I will not be faced with student loans for the next ten
years. With this said, TAG has helped take the financial stress off of my entire family.
I chose to attend Virginia Intermont because of the location and the degrees that are offered. Upon
receiving my degree I plan on moving to Richmond, VA to find a career within my degree whether
that is managing sports events or sports teams.

Virginia Union University
I was born in a town named Cheriton near the Eastern Shore of
Virginia. I am the eldest of two boys and I grew up in a two
parent home but it was still difficult at times. Even as a child I
knew that I wanted to attend college, but I had to work to help
my family. I didn’t know how I was going to go to college, but I
knew I was going.

Currently, I am a freshman at Virginia Union University majoring
in Biology. Upon earning my degree, my plans are to become a
Registered Nurse because I really want to help others. My life
after graduation will be about trying to save lives. My motto is
“In spite of difficulties, I will succeed.”

Raheem Spady

Major: Biology
Class of 2015
Cheriton, Virginia

The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant is helping me to meet my
goals by assisting me with my financial obligations to the
University. This grant eases the financial obligations that my
family and I have by easing a portion of the financial burden
that comes when attending college. Without the assistance that
VTAG provides, I doubt I would be able to attend college. This
grant has assisted me and my family greatly. I hope that this
program will continue to assist other students the same way it
has helped me and can continue to help me.

Virginia Wesleyan College
The Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant has been a
tremendous help to us and to our family. My parents
have had to put three kids through college, all at the
same time. Without TAG, we wouldn’t have been able
to attend the colleges we wanted to.
We are sophomores at Virginia Wesleyan College. We
chose Virginia Wesleyan College because it is close to
home and the class sizes are small. We have a better
relationship with our professors than we would have
at a larger university. It also gives us a better chance
to get more involved on campus and more involved
within the community.

Taylor and Brooke Ladyman

We are majoring in Recreation and Leisure Studies on
the Therapeutic Recreation track. We chose this as
our major so that we can go to graduate school and
become Occupational Therapists.

Major: Recreation and Leisure
Studies-Therapeutic Recreation

We are so thankful that VTAG was available to us.

Class of 2014
Virginia Beach, VA

Washington and Lee University
After working diligently throughout high school, I was ecstatic to receive
an acceptance letter from Washington and Lee University. A small,
selective liberal arts college, I knew W&L could offer me everything I
was looking for: a welcoming culture, small class sizes and a wide
selection of courses. Unfortunately, the price was well outside of what
my parents, disabled Army veterans, could afford. Luckily, scholarship
funds, combined with the Virginia Tuition Assistance Grant, made it
possible for me to attend. TAG was particularly helpful in defraying a
portion of the many miscellaneous expenses associated with college,
including the cost of room, board, and books.

Virginia Lovell
Major: Mathematics
Class of 2012

Newport News,
Virginia

At the time, I was excited TAG would allow me to attend my top choice
college. Now, after four successful years at W&L, I am even more
grateful for the opportunities TAG has made available to me. W&L has
provided me with a high quality education, allowing me to participate in
internships and even complete individual research. And as my
graduation in June approaches, I am fortunate to have already been
accepted into Teach for America.
I know I would not have such a bright future today if VTAG had not
allowed me to attend W&L. I hope you will continue to offer VTAG to
Virginia students so others will have the opportunities I have been lucky
enough to enjoy.

Council of Independent Colleges in
Virginia (CICV)
The Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia (CICV) was founded in 1971 and currently operates as Virginia Private Colleges, a
nonprofit, 501(c)(6) organization representing twenty-eight accredited nonprofit independent colleges and universities in
Virginia. We work collaboratively in the areas of public policy, cost containment and professional development as well as
providing support to our member institutions and their students in the following areas:
Government relations. We serve as the voice of Virginia’s independent higher education community before state agencies and
legislators and coordinate government relations activities for our members. We were instrumental in starting Virginia's Tuition
Assistance Grant (VTAG) program. We manage the advocacy of Virginia's independent colleges for increased funding for VTAG
and other programs assisting students at independent colleges.
Collaboration. We work with members and business partners to leverage collaborative opportunities that help campuses
control operating costs and improve efficiency. Projects range from consortium purchasing agreements among member
colleges to facilitating the state-wide Virginia Private College Week in July and the Virginia Private College Guidance Counselor
Tour the fall. We recently launched a Health Benefits Consortium designed to provide quality and affordable health care for
employees of our colleges.
Research. Our staff works with member institutions, the State Council of Higher Education for Virginia (SCHEV), the National
Association of Independent Colleges and Universities (NAICU), and national organizations to provide data analysis and higher
education research services to advance and promote the role independent higher education plays in Virginia.
Public Relations. We work closely with its members and the media to provide information and materials that highlight the
contributions of the private colleges to the Commonwealth of Virginia.
Council of Independent Colleges in Virginia (CICV)
118 E Main Street
PO Box 1005 Bedford, VA 24523
Phone: 540.586.0606
Fax: 540.586.2630
admin@cicv.org
www.vaprivatecolleges.org

